E-seminar:

Programme Code: ESEMCG202001

Best Corporate Governance Awards series:
Understanding the latest ESG practices
About the topic
The Institute introduced Sustainability and Social Responsibility (SSR) Awards as part of the Best Corporate
Governance Awards (BCGA) in 2011, given the increasing importance of sustainability considerations to
listed companies and public sector organisations, investors and the wider community. This focus has also
been reflected in the progressive development of the Environmental Social and Governance (ESG)
Reporting Guide under the listing rules, including the recent requirements announced on 18 December
2019. The requirements will apply to financial years commencing on or after 1 July 2020, representing a
paradigm shift from “reporting” to “management” with an emphasis on the board’s role in the governance
structure for ESG matters.
The speaker in this e-seminar, who is an ESG expert with KPMG, will:


Provide a snapshot of key ESG trends and risk and HKEX’s new requirements in ESG reporting from a
sustainability practitioner’s perspective.



Walk through a step by step guide, together with the insights from the companies with best practices,
facilitating companies to integrate ESG into their businesses.

About the event
Available period

29 May 2020 – 28 May 2021

Format

E-seminar

Fee

 HKICPA member or student; and IA/
HKIAAT’s member or student: HK$150

Speaker

Patrick Chu

 Non-member: HK$330
Language

English

HKICPA
CPD credit

1.5 hour (subject to actual attendance)

Rating

Intermediate Level *

Competency

Corporate governance*

Participant

Those with responsibilities for, or interest in,
sustainability

Objective

To share the latest sustainability practices

Application
deadline

Online registration by 28 May 2021
(offline registration by 25 May 2021)

* Please refer here for descriptions of the various ratings.

Partner, Head of Business Reporting
& Sustainability, KPMG China

About the speaker
Patrick Chu
Partner, Head of Business Reporting & Sustainability, KPMG China
Patrick is the National Head of Business Reporting and Sustainability at KPMG China. He is also the
National Head of Mining and Regional Head (northern China region) Industrial Manufacturing at KPMG
China.
Patrick is an experienced professional in the sustainability and environmental field. He leads sustainability
assignments across a range of sectors, namely power & utilities, real estate and transport. He also
completed the green bond issuance assignment in China in early 2016 which was the first one of its kind
in China.
He focuses on sustainability because he truly believes that building a more sustainable environment is
critical to everyone’s future.
He has broad experience in providing professional services to domestic and multinational corporations in
Mainland China. Patrick mainly works with energy and national resources, automotive and major
multinational corporations (industrial markets) clients. He also has extensive experience in overseas IPO
and other capital market transaction projects.

